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However, we continue to support you if you’re already using it. Sure Signal uses your fixed
broadband to boost the 3G mobile signal throughout your house or office, giving you more bars on
your Vodafone mobile and enhanced call quality. Femtocell is the industry name for this kind of
device. FAQs Check out the most common questions and answers about Vodafone Sure Signal.
However, we continue to support you if you’re already using it. Boosts the 3G signal throughout your
house by up to 30 metres Allows up to eight people to be on their Vodafone mobiles at the same time
Easy to install connects to your Vodafone fixed broadband line 30day moneyback guarantee Take the
Broadband speedtest to check your connection. A Vodafone 3G or 4G mobile phone for each person
using Sure Signal. A Vodafone Sure Signal unit. For optimal browsing we recommend Chrome,
Safari, or Firefox. Something went wrong. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail
store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in nonretail packaging,
such as an unprinted box or plastic bag. This spacesaving white device fits into a plug socket and
comes with an additional plug for user convenience. In my case the unit told me i had not registered
properly but text from Vodafone said i had. Unplugged waited 24 hours and all was well it locked on
to the system so dont be surprised if takes time to log on. Sure Signal now gives me a fully
functioning mobile phone within the confines of my house. I works via my very slow broadband
connection so things like updates for apps are painfully slow. Still for someone used to using my
smartphone for everything and then moving home and having no text or phone services, this is much
better than nothing. That said, should there be anywhere on mainland UK that doesnt have even a
basic 2G phone connection. Essential now that Vodafone requires users to receive a security code
text on the mobile before allowing access to online
accounts.http://www.primabusiness.at/userfiles/98-monte-carlo-repair-manual.xml

bsr femto vodafone uk manual, bsr femto vodafone uk instructions, bsr femto
vodafone manual, bsr femto vodafone manual pdf, bsr femto vodafone manual
download, bsr femto vodafone manual 2017, bsr femto vodafone manual 2016.

Easy to set up for the registered user. Bad points Needed Vodafone help before extra users were
able to access signal from product. Sure Signal v3 is expensive just to get a signal I am already
paying for and should be receiving, but it does work well. I now get a strong signal all over the
house. It should be provided free of charge by Vodafone in poor reception areas though. Cancel
Thanks, well look into this. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice
Norton Secured powered by Verisign. The companys Sure Signal femtocell offers a solution, but how
does it work and is it a good deal Obviously noone in their right mind is going to sign up with an
MNO that delivers poor or nonexistent coverage where they live or work. And yet, there are yawning
gaps in all operators 3G coverage maps — particularly in rural areas.So last year Vodafone began
offering a solution — femtocells. A femtocell is a small mobile base station, about the size of a
domestic wireless router see below, that delivers a houseplusgardenrange mobile signal and uses
fixed broadband typically ADSL to route voice and data traffic.You can register up to 32 Vodafone
mobile phone numbers online, and use up to four handsets simultaneously for any combination of
voice and data. Once the initial, roughly hourlong, setup is complete, youll see your mobile signal
boosted. You can go online and edit the roster of registered numbers at any time.The Vodafone
signal within the twostorey, threebedroom house went from nonexistent to five bars, and extended a
reasonable distance into the garden. Signal was impaired only when a the village suffered a power
cut or b the broadband connection went down.No surprise, then, to find a collection of radio and
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data components inside it. The centre of the design is the PicoChip PC202, which is a multicore ARM
9based digital signal
processor.http://www.romanor.eu/userfiles/98-mustang-cobra-owners-manual.xml

This is programmable, but can handle GSM, HSPA, TDSCDMA, cdma2000 and so on, plus the
interfaces required to handle the memory, networking and control circuitry. It works in association
with a Xilinx Spartan3E FPGA, which handles encryption, Network Time Protocol NTP Ethernet
packet timestamps and the interface between the PC202 and the radio chips. PicoChip has already
introduced the PC302, which does away with the external FPGA and chops around 20 off the
component cost both designs can manage four handsets simultaneously, while the more meaty
PC323 can handle more handsets and is more appropriate to enterprise, campus or metropolitan
fillin work.Theres more power involved, because mobile handsets move around in a very complex
radio landscape with lots of objects shielding transmissions. Here, the radio side is taken care of by
a 2watt power amplifier and two Maxim chips, one for transmission, one for reception, all
conveniently situated towards the top of the box where they can feed the 3G antenna thats built into
the circuit board. Thus, the main frequency standard in the femtocell lives in a tiny oven with its own
heat source and insulation. The frequency is generated from a quartz crystal whose physical
dimensions set the speed of oscillations as temperatures vary, the size of the crystal varies and thus
the frequency. Mobile phone base stations use atomic standards, either by a local atomic clock or
through the GPS satellite system, but the lower power of a femtocell allows a somewhat more
relaxed approach. This takes place over a secure VPN pipe established between the femtocell and
Vodafone. However, while its technically feasible that all data thereafter is routed directly from the
Sure Signal to your local ISP, it in fact travels through the VPN and Vodafones infrastructure first —
and, indeed, counts towards any tariff charges or limitations that you may have. However, its not
clear whether this is a valid interpretation of the regulations.

We understand that it costs around 5 per gigabyte for a network to handle data over its own network
of base stations the cost via femtocells is twothirds less — and yet its charged identically. This
highlights one of the most controversial aspects of these devices that while they can be considered
to fill in gaps in an operators network and leave the cost of the backhaul to the customer, the
operator normally charges both for the femtocell and for the traffic it passes. And with data caps
becoming de rigueur, watching a YouTube video at home over your own network could result in
significant extra cost if it pushes you over your monthly allowance.The technology is well understood
and well implemented, and theres a lot to be said for using it to increase mobile phone and data
coverage. The more popular it becomes, the lower the cost of the hardware and the more attractive
as a solution it will seem — to the point where its conceivable that it could be a standard feature of
wireless home routers. Whats holding things back are regulation and the complexity of the network
operators own billing and other infrastructure systems. You may unsubscribe from these newsletters
at any time. You may unsubscribe at any time. You also agree to the Terms of Use and acknowledge
the data collection and usage practices outlined in our Privacy Policy. Please check the changes
Existing customers with installed devices can continue to use their device and receive support. If you
have an existing device and have a technical query check out all our Frequently Asked Questions on
our Support pages. If you still need help, contact Vodafone Network Crew on 1740They can
troubleshoot your issue and confirm whether the issues are related to indoor coverage.Please ensure
you list ALL the numbers including those already registered previously. Please note that Vodafone
no longer sells new or replacement Sure Signal devices.

Please ensure you list ALL the numbers including those already registered previously. Who do I
contact with an issueNote that heavy data usage may result in breaching your agreed broadband
download allowance.However, if you have thick walls or metal doors and walls etc.Normally the Sure
Signal device provides enhanced coverage throughout most typical homes and small offices.Wait
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about 60 minutes for the Sure Signal device to be automatically configured. Please note If you move
premises, it’s important to let us know your new address, otherwise your Sure Signal may not
function correctly.Once you end that call and begin a new call, you will get better coverage. Creditor
Identifier IE57ZZZ301646. It was sent to your phone or email. For small expander users, it is
unlikely that they will have multiple units. So not really an issue. I do note taht it says the unit can
only be installed in areas where VHA has license fro WCDMA2100. This will be the case for all
femtocells as each unit operates as a mini base station and hence will require an ACMA license to
transmit. This is quite similar to Optus femtocell except Optus allows unit owners to decide who can
use it.It is pushed quite hard if a valuable customer lets Vodafone kbnow that he is considering
leaving Voda due to poor signal issues at the customer premises. Theres no pressing need to
advertise it widely. Im sick of arguing with Vodafone about their coverage. Im sick of arguing with
Vodafone about their coverage. If you have a question best thing to do is contact them through one
of their official support channels. I was asked if i was a business customer and i explained that i was
a residential customer and just wanted some info on the product and also pricing, as Im sick of the
dropouts in my area. I was advised to hold the line as she would transfer me to customer service.
After a few minutes he got back to me, and advised me that this is only for business customers.

He did offer me compensation for my cap, and when i advised that i was a prepaid customer that had
been with Vodafone for years, he said that in this case i had the option to port to another provider.
Google is also smart enough to know what you mean if you type in vodaphone. Pity some people
arent. Its optional. For the Small Expander only, mobile services are not capable of being handed
over between Expanders and will also disconnect when users are handed over between a Small
Expander and a Large Expander, their services will also drop out in all instances.The Vodafone
Expand is open so anyone with a Vodafone AU SIM can use it. If the carrier cant provide coverage at
your home or business, switch. I think the handset is important. My mates use old phones on
Vodafone and complain but I drive all over Melbourne and barely drop a call anymore. My wife is on
Optus and complains. 850 apparently is the key. Voda works in metro, not so much when visiting
family in echuca. Vodafail doesnt make sense unless Im travelling to country. Wonder why so close
to city and not working, what phone you using Im a corporate customer of Vodafone. A 15 minute
call uses about 10 MB of upload and download. I can actually make and receive calls! Ive tested it
carefully and I lose contact as soon as Im about 10m in any direction away from my house. Provided
people are prepared to hang around in the street directly outside my house and talk, I guess they
can but it seems like too much trouble to me You can be out in the desert where there is no Telstra,
Optus or Vodafone coverage and set this up and have coverage provided you have a decent
broadband connection!. You can be out in the desert where there is no Telstra, Optus or Vodafone
coverage and set this up and have coverage provided you have a decent broadband connection!. My
device came with a sim that needs to be installed in the device.

Whether they are assigned a mobile phone number and what would happen if you took it out of the
femtocell and put it in a phone. Whether they are assigned a mobile phone number and what would
happen if you took it out of the femtocell and put it in a phone. Putting the SIM into a phone
apparently wont achieve anything. The way its been configured, the Femto needs to communicate,
even if its only sporadically, with at least one adjoining cell. So it looks like the access list is loaded
onto the device after it is activated. While this is easier to manage there is a possibility that the
coverage range of your expanders will extend beyond your office walls so that other companies who
share a building with you or the public outside might be able to access the coverage provided by
your Expanders. If this happens, you will incur additional fixed broadband usage on your fixed
broadband account, which may result in additional costs depending on your fixed broadband plan.
Gone from zero to 5 bars and clear as day voice calls. It was free and on a personal account. This
could be several hours the first time but is usually much less. I wonder what the difference is
between the business and commercial versions — perhaps number of concurrent devices. After



months of complaining about being unable to make calls at home. Next step was to replace a faulty
sim card. Then I was told wait a week as the upgrade to a tower in Pymble 100km away would fix
the problem. Last Friday they said it sounds like I need to buy a expand device. I refused and they
said we will send you it for free and give you three months of your phone contract for free. If I walk
more then 2025 meters away calls drop out and phone shows SOS. No carrier gives me good signal
at my house. Perhaps if the wind is blowing the right way and you stand on one leg and the gods are
with you then a call can be maintained out on the deck.

I thought I would have have a bit of a fight but the operator knew exactly what I was talking about
explained that I have to go through a support diagnostic process before getting one of these boxes.
The entire call lasted about 15 minutes. It is simple to setup 2 plugs and a sim card and and within
10 minutes my phone shows full reception and I can make reliable calls. Apparently they had a huge
number of requests. From what I read, only the numbers on your account will connect to the
expander, you can submit extra, up to 12 numbers can be register to work with a home expander.
Would love to get one in the office though! If I plug this into my network, surely this a potential
vulnerability if the femtocell gets hacked. Is best practices to set this up in its own vlan. Were in a
typically dead area of the network, so very very fact that it uses a sim to communicate, how does this
improve the reception They say they are not offering it at the moment. My neighbour has one and
enjoys full reception.;. Comes with all required cables but unfortunately no box or instructions.
Thanks for looking! You are the light of the world. Vodafone Sure Signal Comes still sealed Good
overall condition Please take a look at photos for detailsAny questions please ask I am currentlly
listing my entire collection plus more so please take a look at my other items Collection in person is
fi. Made By Mobile Repeater Mobile Signal Booster. Made By. in very good condition as hardly used.
Starting at 30. item is located in Exeter Vodafone sure signal v2 used but works fine.Please be sure
that you want this item before you bid This is a great Vodafone Signal Booster Shipping All orders
will be dispatched within 1 working day by royal mail service from Norwich. United kingdom 25
working days Please confirm your shipping adress while you pay item. Contact us If you have any
questions,just feel free to. Vodafone sure signal v3 signal booster white, with modem router cable
used, working condition.

Should you have any problems with our service please do not hesitate to contact us Instructions are
missing but very easy to set up and vodafone will assist to regi.No original box but will package with
plenty of protection.You have a choice of postal options and i always obtain proof of postage
Relished as winner decided to cancel the order. If you would like more than one please ask about
combined postage as will be more than happy to do this. Discover everything Scribd has to offer,
including books and audiobooks from major publishers. Start Free Trial Cancel anytime. Report this
Document Download Now save Save Vodafone Plal For Later 0 ratings 0% found this document
useful 0 votes 94 views 1 page Vodafone Plal Uploaded by Nikhith Hm Description Vodafone prepaid
tariff for south india Full description save Save Vodafone Plal For Later 0% 0% found this document
useful, Mark this document as useful 0% 0% found this document not useful, Mark this document as
not useful Embed Share Print Download Now Jump to Page You are on page 1 of 1 Search inside
document Scribd members can read and download full documents. Your first days are free. Continue
Reading with Trial Share this document Share or Embed Document Sharing Options Share on
Facebook, opens a new window Share on Twitter, opens a new window Share on LinkedIn, opens a
new window Share with Email, opens mail client Copy Text Related Interests Networking Standards
Wireless Networking Computer Networking Telecommunications Engineering Radio Resource
Management Footer Menu Back To Top About About Scribd Press Our blog Join our team. Browse
Books Site Directory Site Language English Change Language English Change Language. Now that
most of the big UK providers each have their own gear, we thought we’d see whose tiny cell offers
the biggest service.



All the boxes require one to register with a postcode, which speeds things up but isn’t rigorously
enforced, and phone numbers have to be registered too, with all the boxes supporting at least eight
numbers. Vodafone’s Sure Signal wasn’t far behind, being ready to go within 20 minutes. The
laggard was O2’s Boostbox, which took around an hour to indicate it was ready to route calls. The
other two boxes have separate lights for power, successful connection to the internet, successful
handshake with the network operator, and phone connections, the combination of which can indicate
any problem with the process. Using chips from Broadcom, it’s built into a hefty plug and looks like a
Powerline Networking box. Indeed, we had heard it would support Powerline Networking, but it
seems that’s not supported, yet so we plugged in an Ethernet cable just as we did for the other
boxes. That’s done though an operator portal and requires you to log on and provide the serial
number from the back of the femto along with the numbers to be registered, but the services clearly
suffer from a lack of use. Vodafone’s failed entirely when we tested, forcing us to speak to a human
who managed the process manually. Having said that, O2 repeatedly achieved half the time of the
other two, with a ping averaging 173ms compared to Vodafone’s 373 and Three’s 337. Notify me of
new posts via email. Learn how your comment data is processed. With 4G, overall network
architecture became flatter and the expectation was that, to enable optimal subscriber experience,
base stations would use the X2 interface to communicate with each other to handle resource
allocation.Drone technology offers a powerful way for enterprises to conduct remote asset
inspections during and after the Covid19 pandemic.What is Dynamic Spectrum Sharing DSS.As
anyone reading it in the 2020s will notice, a lot of what was written then is now obsolete.Daarbij is
nooit rekening gehouden met protocol en signaleringoverhead.

To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here. If so, Radio 4s Today programme would
like to know about your problems. I called last year to complain about the patchy coverage in my
area of west London where the 3G symbol often just disappears from my phone and was told there
was a problem with a dead patch where the network had not been able to install a new mast. But he
insisted that the problem was restricted to the capital and was being eased by major investment in
the network. Is O2 any worse than Orange or Vodafone which now both have the iPhone as well as a
range of other datahungry phones. And is it true that the problem is restricted to the capital or are
there other problem areas, where 3G coverage is supposed to be there but often fades away.
However due to crossed wires at our end not O2s this will not be the case. Complain about this
comment Comment number 1 Comment number 2. At 0917 13th Jan 2010, peejkerton wrote I would
think any question of problems with a 3G signal would be better served if the photo you have
illustrating your blog isnt of someone using a jailbroken iPhone, which could always be used as an
excuse as to why the signal isnt very good. Complain about this comment Comment number 2
Comment number 3. At 0921 13th Jan 2010, Graham wrote I live in central London N1 and cant get
a 3G signal at all. Im lucky even if I get a 1 bar phone reception. Ever since I joined O2 with my 3G
iPhone Ive had constant network problems and their 3G reception and speed is incredibly poor. Even
at work SE1 where my phone shows a full reception, the network 3G speed is rubbish. My contact
with O2 is now up and Ill be moving to Orange. Complain about this comment Comment number 3
Comment number 4. At 0922 13th Jan 2010, Phil Cox wrote My Iphone 3G has been terrible. I often
get a popup saying I have missed a call and there is a message, when the call itself has not come
through on the phone. The Internet access is patchy and so slow.

I think it is a great gadget but a very poor phone and will likely change back to Nokia at the end of
the contract. I dont know if its o2 or the phone, but the combined experience is very poor overall. Im
primarily based in Watford and cannot be classed as a high usage user. Nokia on Orange has been
the most reliable phone system I have ever experienced and I am likely to return to them. I wish Id
just bought an ipod for all the expense and disappointment the iphone has given me.In the end I
decided to live with the faults rather than do battle with o2 shops to get it fixed properly. Complain
about this comment Comment number 4 Comment number 5. At 0922 13th Jan 2010, Kevin wrote



Ive got an iphone on o2 and have recently found out they actually sold me the phone with a 2G SIM
card which couldnt even be used to find a 3G network. I live in Kent near Bluewater and work in
Brentwood, Essex and in both areas there is little to no 3G availability for 3G. If I had to rate o2s 3G
service out of 10 I would give it 2. Complain about this comment Comment number 5 Comment
number 6. At 0928 13th Jan 2010, Ash wrote Ive had a smartphone since 2006 and I moved to
another provider from O2 six months after buying it because the mobile internet was poor or
nonexistant, and this was before the iPhone was even released. Having said that, increasingly these
days Im often told by my handset that I have a full 3G signal yet cant seem to load any web pages.
Presumably this means I can get on the 3G network but its so clogged that I cant move once Im on it,
which makes perfect sense what with the recent smartphone explosion. Complain about this
comment Comment number 6 Comment number 7. At 0929 13th Jan 2010, andrew wrote I
frequently have no 3G signal living in south London. I am often even unable to make calls due to
problems with the 3G network and have been told to turn 3G off in order to make calls!!!!

Surely O2 should have known that this was going to take off like it did and been better prepared, I
have a friend at O2 who tells me that these problems are going to continue for the forseeable future
and there is no action we can take against O2. If i could i would switch providers straight away.
Complain about this comment Comment number 7 Comment number 8. At 0930 13th Jan 2010, john
morse wrote I work in the center of bath, no 3g, I live in the outskirts of Bristol no 3g. Call quality
generally on O2 pathetic and i get constant complaints from others that they cant hear me.
According to my iPhone, Im just about getting EDGE, let alone 3G. The Speedtest app tells me Im
getting 23kps down and 3 kps up. In my experience the O2 network has got much worse over the
last few months; and it wasnt much good to begin with. Fortunately my contract is up in a couple of
weeks, so Im off. Complain about this comment Comment number 9 Comment number 10. At 0933
13th Jan 2010, Paul Marshall wrote Ive had an iPhone for around 2 years, firstly the 2G version and
since September, a 3GS. O2s 3G coverage is disappointing in the North East, particularly in Durham
City where I live. A very small city of around 60,000 residents and yet 3G is available on one side of
the city but not the other which is disappointing. Newcastle is very patchy and as for the smaller
towns in the suburbs, practically nothing. At home I use WiFi but without it, there is no 3G coverage.
I spend a lot of time in the Lake District, particularly Kendal and coverage there is not good for 3G
either. Similarly, I spend a lot of time in the Scottish Highlands where you just have to be pleased if
you even get a signal. Inverness and the major towns are fine, albeit 2G only but as for the islands
and more remote areas Vodafone seem to be the only network with a commitment to the highland
community. In fact, I chose 3 for my Mobile Broadband dongle as their coverage is much more
reliable than O2s.

Complain about this comment Comment number 10 Comment number 11. At 0935 13th Jan 2010,
Azardamus wrote I live in Kent and 3G just isnt available here. Mind you, phone signal strength is
only 1 bar so that isnt good either. I can get GPRS albeit weakly. Complain about this comment
Comment number 11 Comment number 12. I have no problems with getting 3G or 3.5G signals and
never really have the one exception is a little patch on the train line just before Newbridge. Perhaps
its because I use a phone that has a decent receiver. Complain about this comment Comment
number 12 Comment number 13. At 0936 13th Jan 2010, Mark Houston wrote Having been in an O2
shop recently and seen first hand how hard they are pushing their 3G wireless dongle to link a
laptop to the internet I would guess that these would be hogging more bandwidth than the light
surfing that generally goes on on smartphones. Complain about this comment Comment number 13
Comment number 14. At 0937 13th Jan 2010, leamingtonspar wrote Coverage is one issue but what
is going to be more of an issue going forward is the inadequate capacity to cope with the apps that
the iPhone and other similar smart phones offer. It is simply a matter of physics, you will only
achieve a finite capacity in a 5 MHz channel using current 3G technologies. The operators are
effectively sweating their assets and are reluctant to offer other technology solutions which are



optimised for data such as LTE or WiMAX for a variety of reasons. LTE for instance involves a truck
roll replace or overlay onto the existing network and currently doesnt support voice the operators
cash cow. So until the operators move forward with so called 4G technologies utilising channels of at
least 10 MHz then we will continue to feel the pain of slow connection speeds. Consumers will
demand mobile broadband at the speeds we currently experience on our fixed broadband
connections, currently we are being short changed.

Complain about this comment Comment number 14 Comment number 15. At 0939 13th Jan 2010,
Bill Trewick wrote I work in the NorthWest of England, various areas in Cumbria. 3G signals are at
best intermittant in a lot of areas. Complain about this comment Comment number 15 Comment
number 16. At 0940 13th Jan 2010, warbill wrote I am an O2 iPhone user living in Hythe near
Southampton and as far as I can see, there is no 3G signal anywhere west of Southampton Water.
The only time I can get a usable 3G signal is when I get into Southampton itself. Complain about this
comment Comment number 16 Comment number 17. At 0941 13th Jan 2010, ClogBoy wrote My
iPhone 3G account with Tmobile here in the Netherlands is very patchy. I travel by train most days
on one of the most important business routes in the country, and reception varies constantly from 3G
to basic GPRS to GSM and sometimes nothing at all. Talking to other iPhone users, many feel theyve
been conned by the desirability of the phone itself, without getting any true value out of the service
providers Apple have signed up to support it. Complain about this comment Comment number 17
Comment number 18. At 0941 13th Jan 2010, calmandhope wrote I use blackberry bold on vodafone
in bristol, and the journey into work is from the outskirts right into the centre. And for at least half
the journey, my 3G just stops dead. A few times Ive even had it go just to emergency calls only. Its
not really what I was expecting from this contract. Complain about this comment Comment number
18 Comment number 19. At 0943 13th Jan 2010, John Loader wrote I live in the Yorkshire Dales.
Good 2G would be nice forget 3G and I can get a signal sitting in the bathroom or at the bottom of
the garden on 3. In this village each network works in a different place so Vodafone 2G fine here but
not 100m away where O2 works.


